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1.0 Introduction

The Protech Energy Group’s COVID-19 Response Plan (referred to as PEG and CovSafe
Plan respectively hereafter) meets or exceeds the recommendations and policies of
the Australian Federal Government, the Australian State Governments, our client’s
requirement and adheres to addition PEGEnergy Group’s requirements.
The purpose of this action plan is to:
i) Protect our employees, clients, suppliers and the wider community from the
infection
ii) To continue supporting our clients’ needs and service demands
iii) Maintain business continuity and sustainability
iv) Contribute to the wider community in helping to flatten the curve of the outbreak.
This plan is a live document being reviewed and updated daily to align with the
changing advice and lessons learnt.

2.0 Objectives

The objectives of this plan are to minimise exposure to COVID-19 while remaining
fully operational and retaining daily function.
CovSafe is also used to as a response plan to any potential reported staff exposure to
COVID-19 and to staff who have tested positive to COVID-19.
CovSafe is to ensure PEG’s continued business and productivity on-going.
PEG are utilising the included references and related documents to aid and inform
in decision-making in addition to client-specific recommendations and additional
measures implemented by PEG.
Australian Government
Department of Health

World Health
Organization

Australian Government
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

Queensland Health

Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy
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3.0 Preventative actions to minimise exposure to COVID-19
Communications and Updates
Complete and ongoing actions being taken by PEG:
Daily monitoring of Australian Government

Communication of COVID-19 facts, information

Health Department and Department of Foreign

(including this updated plan) to all staff at least

Affairs and Trade updates and subsequent

twice weekly or as required via WhatsApp

communication to employees.

and email.

Communication of client-specific guidelines

Verbal and written reconfirmation of PEG’s and

and changes to all staff as they become

client-specific requirements to staff prior to every

available. PEG has an open database of client-

site mobilization.

specific guidelines, continually updated.

Communicate COVID-19 Response Plan to all

Update the COVID-19 Customer Requirements

Clients and Suppliers. Forward all revisions to this

Register in Airtable, tracking individual

plan onward with regularity.

client requirements and actions regarding
the COVID-19 virus. To be updated as
requirements are communicated to us from
our clients.
The Management Team to meet regularly
to update action plans and advice on the
virus and any additional actions required to
maintain business continuity and support

All communications to be ratified by the
Management Team and approved for distribution
through suitable channels.
Install flyers in every room of each office and site
work front outlining the latest guidelines for social
distancing and hygiene. Keep updated and strictly
follow all site-specific guidelines.
Available communication systems and

to clients.
Visitor access restricted and by Managing
Director/CFO approval only. An isolated area
provided for courier deliveries and disinfection
measures followed. No signing for deliveries
to reduce contact.

redundancy to be available to all employees
(all systems tested to ensure staff can effectively
work from home as required):
• Email (desktop and web-based)
• MS Teams
• WhatsApp
• Skype for Business
• Mobile

PEGEnergy Group has an entry notice to all company premises stating
‘do not enter the building if’ you have a fever, cough, or sore throat;
have travelled overseas in the previous 14 days; have been in contact with
someone diagnosed or suspected to have COVID-19 in the last 14 days.

Actions Underway by PEG:
Surveying our employees to ascertain whether

Perform regular desktop audits to ensure staff

they have received the information, understand

compliance to this plan (email and phone audits).

the information and are taking necessary steps in
their personal lives and monitoring that data to
ensure information is effective across the entire
workforce (SharePoint).

Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy

Training program deployed to educate staff
of different aspects of COVID-19 including
terminology, self-isolation, health risks,
symptoms, and personal action plans.
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Unwell Employees
Complete and ongoing actions being taken by PEG:
If an employee is unwell, they must self-isolate

If an employee has any of the following symptoms,

until they recuperate. All employees are to be

they must not attend the workplace and should

temperature tested on arrival at a PEG office/

self-isolate and be tested as soon as possible:

site. Any team member who comes into work

• fever

while being unwell will be asked to return home

• coughing

immediately.
All employees who are unwell, whether

• sore throat

with COVID-19 or not, must obtain medical
clearance before they can return to work.
An employee who becomes unwell on-site
must immediately isolate, quarantine and
seek medical assessment. They are to inform
their manager so the situation daily.

• fatigue
• headache
• shortness of breath.
An employee who has close contact with a
family member who then becomes unwell
must not come into work (even if they are
showing no symptoms). They are instead to
isolate and work from home.

PEGEnergy Group has a CovSafe on Site document in every vehicle,
outlining safe practices when going on-site and when in transit. See a
copy of this on page 9 of this document.

Travel
Complete and ongoing actions being taken by PEG:
All overseas travel has been postponed or

All non-essential travel or travel that is not

cancelled until further notice, except as

critical in delivering services to our clients

specifically needed for client work and first

is cancelled unless first approved by the

approved by the Managing Director.

Managing Director.

Any staff member returning from overseas

An employee who has to go on-site must

cannot return to work and must self-isolate

observe the CovSafe on Site protocol (page

for 14 days after returning from overseas.

9) at all times on and off shift.

Working from a remote location may be an
option if suitable. Employees must keep in
close contact with their manager.

Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy
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Social Distancing, Meetings and Cleaning
Complete and ongoing actions being taken by PEG:
Stop handshaking as a greeting

Take lunch at your desk or outside, not in

“2 metre distance determines our existence.”

the lunchroom to avoid crowding. Regular

Hold meetings via video conferencing
or phone call including client meetings.
Defer meetings (including client meetings)
that require personal contact or substitute
with video calling. No face-to-face meeting
is to have more than 4 people, standing or
seated at an appropriate distance.
Hold essential meetings outside in the open air “2
metre distance determines our existence.”
Promote good hand and sneeze/cough hygiene
and provide hand sanitizers for all staff. Posting

sanitization of communal areas undertaken by
all staff.
Increased cleaning regime for all offices
including disinfection of common surfaces (i.e.
meeting rooms, door handles, kitchens etc) by
cleaners. Individuals regularly disinfecting own
workstations.
Consider opening windows and adjusting air
conditioning for more ventilation.
Eliminate food sharing in the workplace and
undertake strictest hygiene when preparing food.

good hygiene and health practice around the

All gatherings over 10 people cancelled.

offices and on our staff online platforms.

Space out workstations to greater than 2 metres.

All offices closed to external visitors. All non-

Office Cleaners to present Covsafe Plan, reviewed

essential visits to our office and our clients or
supplier’s offices to be cancelled until further
notice. Essential visitor access restricted and by
Senior Management approval only.
An isolated area provided for courier deliveries
and disinfection measures followed. No
signing for deliveries to reduce contact. Ensure

and ratified by Management Team.
All suppliers to present Covsafe Plan, reviewed
and ratified by Senior Management Team.
Toilets/Ablutions – hand soap and paper
towels replenished daily to ensure they are
always available.

couriers self-sign deliveries for traceability. No

No transfer of hard-copy documents between staff

person to person contact permitted.

– all information transfer performed electronically.

Fit for work declaration to be completed and

Work vehicles cleaned between driver/team changes.

signed before each mobilization. Where client
form not required PEG Form to be used.

Hygiene
Complete and ongoing actions being taken by PEG:
Wash hands often with soap and water or

Cover mouth and nose with a bent elbow or

with alcohol-based hand rub (minimum 60%

tissue when you cough or sneeze, then dispose of

alcohol) will be provided where available.

the used tissue immediately into a bin and wash

Increase the frequency of handwashing. Wash

your hands.

hands for a minimum of 20 seconds following
5 step method as recommended by the
Department of Health and the World Health

No close contact with others, including
handshaking and hugging.
Increased cleaning regime in place

Organization.

for all offices and workspaces.
All cutlery and crockery are washed at over 80

Increased test equipment cleaning regime when

degrees Celsius in our dishwashers.

equipment returned.

Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy
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HEL P S TO P T H E S P R E A D
SIMPLE STEPS TO STAY HEALTHY AT WORK, AT HOME AND IN PUBLIC

Help us reduce the spread and impact of COVID-19 and the flu by
following these simple steps in the workplace and at home. Though they
might seem simple, following these precautionary measures will go a long
way toward PROTECH-ting the health of you, your family and your work
colleagues. Build them into your daily routines and practice caution.

S I M P L E S T EP S

W ASH YOUR HANDS

COV E R Y O U R M O U T H

DON’T TOU CH

Washing your hands with soap and

Cough into your arm or your elbow

Be conscious of what you touch.

water is more effective than hand

or cough into a disposable tissue.

Avoid touching your eyes, nose or

sanitizer. Be aware of washing your

Bin the tissue and W A S H Y O U R

mouth with unwashed hands.

hands before and after touching

HANDS AFTERWARDS.

communal surfaces and before eating.
Use hand sanitizer when soap and
water are unavailable.

1 .5m
KEEP YOUR DIST AN CE

S TA Y A T H O M E

GET HELP

Stay 1.5m away from people

If you experience fever or coughing

If you experience adverse respiratory

who are coughing or sneezing.

symptoms, stay at home and

symptoms associated with COVID-19

Avoid people who are sick. Avoid

notify Nick Macey on 0488 553

(dry cough, increased body

unnecessary contact such as

734 and your manager. Call ahead

temperature, chills, fever and

shaking hands and large public

to your doctor before seeking a

shortness of breath or difficulty

gatherings.

medical assessment.

breathing), call your healthcare
provider or Triple 0. Be sure to inform
emergency personnel of your symptoms
before they arrive.

If you do become unwell, inform Nick Macey on 0488 553 734 and your manager and keep
Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy
protechenergy.com.au
them updated as
to your health status. A quick phone
call is always better than an email.
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CovSafe on Site
Follow these CovSafe steps before,
during and after your shift and while in
transit to and from site.
If you have a family member you share close contact with
who is unwell, you should not be going on-site or into
your place of work. Inform your managers, isolate and
work from home.

E MPLOYEE S A F ET Y T A K ES
PR IO RIT Y O V E R J OB DE A DL I NE S.

ARE YOU WELL?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 101
If you are showing signs (cough, fever,
feeling unwell) do not to come into work
and risk making others sick.
Take responsibility for your self-assessment
as others may not want to speak up and say
you need to go home.
IF YOU ARE UNSURE ABOUT THE STATUS
OF YOUR HEAL TH, ISOLATE AND SEEK
IMMED IATE MED ICAL ASSESSMENT.

VEHICLE SAFETY

If you are feeling even slightly unwell, you need to

DO NOT FILL YOUR VEHICLE TO CAPACITY.

isolate and then seek medical assessment. DO NOT

Maintain a maximum of 3 persons per dual

RETURN TO WORK UNTIL YOU HAVE BEEN MEDICALLY

cab vehicle, and a maximum of 2 persons

CLEARED. If this occurs when on-site or in transit,

per single cab vehicle. Ensure that you are

remain in your accommodation and make your

not unwell before sharing proximity.

managers aware of your condition. Isolate and then

DO YOU HAVE THESE IN YOUR VEHICLE?

seek a medical assessment.

VEHICLE HYGIENE
Wash your hands with soap and water for a minimum of
20 seconds before entering your vehicle. Wipe down the
interior of your vehicle and the door-handles regularly
throughout the day. Increase the ventilation in your
vehicle by opening the windows or setting the airconditioning to an external airflow. Have hand sanitizer in
the vehicle. * when cleaning down the interior with anything
other than disinfectant wipes, ensure good ventilation to avoid
respiratory problems.

Soap and water from your own source.
Hand sanitser.
Paper towel.
Surface wipes.
PPE Equipment - masks, gloves etc.

ON-SITE
PRACTICE SOCIAL DISTANCING by maintaining
a 1.5m distance between yourself and others.
Where this is not achievable, continue to
wash your hands regularly with soap and
water, avoid touching your mouth and
face and ensure communal surfaces are
reglarly sanitized.

COVSAFE BEHAVIORS
Avoid sharing items and tools.
Avoid touching, handshaking and bodily contact.
Wash hands before and after completing tasks.
Avoid facing each other, including speaking
face to face. Stand at a 1.5m minimum distance.
Use your phone on loudspeaker, blue-tooth
or hands-free to avoid contact with your face.
Increase natural ventilation of your area.
Hold your meetings outside.

Sanitize your hands and vehicle handles
before and after fueling up your vehicle.
Return to your accommodation after your
shift, don’t socialise in communal areas.
Clean your hands when entering and
leaving your accommodation.
Make time to contact a friend, a family
member or a colleague once per day when
working away from home. Your mental health
and wellbeing are important. If you feel like
you’re struggling, contact your managers.
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4.0 Preventative response to an employee exposed to COVID-19
Preventative Action
Complete and ongoing actions being taken by PEG:
Where an employee is known to have had contact

If the employee develops symptoms after known

with a confirmed infected person, they are to

exposure, they must continue to self-isolate and

self-isolate immediately for 14 days. They are not

be tested for infection. In the event an employee

allowed to enter the workplace and only after

tests positive, see Section 5.

they have been medically cleared.

Working from home arrangements can be

The employee is to keep in daily contact with

organized if practical to the employee’s role. This

their manager to ascertain progress.

must be organized with the employee’s manager.
The employee’s manager must be kept updated
daily as to the employee’s progress.

5.0 Preventative response to an employee tested positive for COVID-19
Preventative Action
Complete and ongoing actions being taken by PEG:
Immediate quarantining of employees who

Backfilling the role where a field-based employee

test positive for COVID-19 until cleared by a

tests positive. Having a pool of employees who

medical professional. This includes employees

are on stand-by to backfill a role in the event of a

who test positive while in the field.

positive COVID-19 test.

Inductions to additional staff who can be

Immediate evaluation of who the infected staff

mobilised at short notice.

member has been in contact with and further
isolation measure as required.

Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy
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Business Interruption Response Plan
Policy Effective Date: 18 March 2020

Purpose
This policy is to respond to the situation where a COVID-19 infection is detected at
a PEG office/site or a client’s or supplier’s office/site. Please read this policy now
so that you know what to do in case of such an event.
This policy will enable PEG employees to continue the work duties that they normally
conduct at the PEG office/site, from their homes or other secure location (Remote
Location) and to minimise the risk of infection should one be detected at a client’s or
supplier’s office/site.

Preparation for Infection Notice
Please ensure that at all times you comply with all other PEG’s CovSafe policies.
When visiting clients/suppliers/other external work sites, you also comply with all of
their COVID-19 policies and procedures.
We have established our COVID-19 Response Team, who will monitor the currently evolving
COVID-19 situation and have constant access to experts to guide our planning and decisionmaking process. Our Response Team will meet regularly to ensure we will evolve internally
to protect everyone’s health whilst continuing to deliver best-in-class services to our clients.
We are ensuring that our Management Teams are prepared for likely eventualities over the
coming months.
We have ensured that PEG has an adequate data capacity and storage capacity to be able to
operate effectively with both the Townsville and Brisbane sites operating entirely from Remote
Locations. We will at all times have sufficient site supplies in the workshops and in vehicles etc
and to otherwise operate with the expectation of having to maximise our ability for Engineers
and Technicians to operate from Remote Locations.

When this Policy Applies
Section 5 of this Policy applies if either you receive an SMS from our COVID-19 Management
Officer (Nick Macey) that your PEG office/site is not to be occupied until further notice due to
detection of a COVID-19 infection; or you receive formal and verified notification that a client,
supplier or place you have visited over the last 14 days, is not to be occupied until further
notice due to detection of a COVID-19 infection.
Either notice is referred to as an “Infection Notice”.

Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy
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Business Interruption Response Plan
Policy Effective Date: 18 March 2020

Effective from Date of Policy
Effective from today until the COVID-19 issue has passed, please ensure that on leaving
your office each afternoon, you take home any materials you will need to continue to
carry out your work duties from your Remote Location. This is relatively easy for office
workers. Michael Bagley, Ian Gray and David Cannon will assist all staff who visit client/supplier
offices/sites to be as prepared as possible in case they are not to return to their PEG office/site
the next day.
Ensure your Remote Location has a Workplace Health and Safety compliant room and furniture
that gives you the necessary facilities and privacy to continue working. In case of doubt,
please check with our COVID-19 Management Officer, Nick Macey or your Manager.

Receiving an Infection Notice
Upon receiving an Infection Notice, you are to immediately leave/not return to: your
PEG office/site and/or the client/supplier or named infected site.
You are to operate from your Remote Location until directed otherwise by our COVID19
Management Officer. You are to await further instruction from your immediate superior about
continuing your work duties for PEG. Make yourself available for all catch-up meetings with
your superiors, colleagues, clients and suppliers.
You are also expected to take on the personal responsibility of consistently keeping your
manager, colleagues and clients well informed of your continued availability for work matters
and the work you are undertaking. Coordinate your work with your Manager, colleagues and
clients. Share your work schedule with your manager and colleagues. Make sure it is easy for
them to find (e.g. store and share electronically).
Continue to conduct as normal as possible communications with your clients/suppliers and
between staff electronically (preferably by video/phone/conference call, or if not possible by
email, or if not possible, by SMS).
Attend your PEG office/site or relevant client, supplier or named site only upon first
confirming with our COVID-19 Management Officer that the office/site is ready for reoccupation. Less formal communication will be more useful. Morning and end of day chats
with your Manager and/or clients can help. A quick phone call is always better than an
email or SMS.
For office workers, this will be an easier task of continuation of PEG business.
For Sales, Engineering and Operations staff, this will require more detailed management
and coordination. Please be as helpful as possible with your Manager and colleagues to
enable all of us to work efficiently.

Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy
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Business Interruption Response Plan
Policy Effective Date: 18 March 2020

Receiving an Infection Notice Cont.
If a PEG office/site incurs an infection, our COVID-19 Management Officer will:
• Immediately take steps to medically clean the affected PEG office/site and have
inspections undertaken of the affected PEG office/site in order to ensure it is safe for you
to return to your PEG office/site.
•

Liaise with your Manager as to when it will be safe for you to attend any client/supplier/
named site.

•

Liaise with any external infected site.

During this period, please do your best to maximise your own safety and the efficiency
of our service to our clients. Follow current government guidelines and practice social
isolation, minimal external contact with people outside your home environment and
utilise recommended hygiene practices. In the event that you do become unwell, inform
your managers, isolate and seek medical assessment.

Further Information
For further information, please contact Nick Macey on Mobile on 0488 553734 or if
phone is not available, email on NMacey@protechpas.com.

Rick Brinckman
Managing Director
Protech Energy Group
p: +61 7 3022 3301 m: 0427 580 163
e: rick.brinckman@protechenergy.com.au
w: protechenergy.com.au

Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy
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6.0 Business Continuity Steps
Sustainability Planning
Complete and ongoing actions being taken by PEG:
Understanding what is most important and why.

Consider the circumstances under which the

Having regular employee and manager meetings

business might decide to scale back or suspend

to prioritise tasks to ensure smooth service.

operations in the event of a COVID-19 exposure.

Maintain register to measure impact of

Maintain register to manage government

COVID- 19 on business.

assistance measures to ensure business utilizes

Maintain register to manage client COVID-19

support where available.

policies, on-site forms and requirements.

Actions underway by PEG:
Prioritising business functions that are critical
to business continuity and critical to clients.

Identify critical teams.
Ongoing financial management. Prioritise cash

Update company skills matrix and ensure

flow, analyse pay and benefits (employee and

available to all managers.

business), analyse job margins to maintain work.

Identify critical materials and resources required

Ongoing financial management. Prioritise cash

on-going and using alternative methods to ensure

flow, analyse pay and benefits (employee and

adequate supplies.

business), analyse job margins to maintain work.

Separate processes into critical operational

Leave policy to be reviewed and stand down

and administrative processes.

arrangements put in place where necessary.

Regular auditing of all relevant preventative
measures and keeping processes dynamic.

Client Support
Complete and ongoing actions being taken by PEG:
Examine the likely impact of COVID-19 on

Keeping in regular contact (weekly) with our

individual clients and keep in regular contact

clients to give updates on policies, guidelines and

with these clients concerning scheduled work.

our action plan and to understand their needs.

Work with Clients on solutions to ensure work

Reschedule scope if required by client ensuring

continues wherever practical.

resource availability at agreed future date. Being

Work closely with our approved subcontractors
and alliance partners to be able to support clients
with other resource needs.

Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy

flexible about rescheduling and presenting
the client with alternative options to avoid the
reschedule.
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Working from Home
Complete and ongoing actions being taken by PEG:
Review well-established remote-work policies

Where it is not essential for a staff member to be

and technologies in place which have allowed

working in a company office they will be asked to

working from home to occur without any

work from home.

disruption to our employees or clients.

Where a staff member is required to self-

Where a staff member is in an at-risk category for

isolate, they will work with their manager to

COVID-19, ensuring they can effectively work from

ascertain availability of suitable work that can

home on a case-by-case basis.

be effectively completed remotely. All such

Where a staff member is in an at-risk category for
COVID-19, ensuring they can effectively work from

arrangements should continually updated
daily with the individual’s manager.

home on a case-by-case basis.

All staff working remotely must have at least one verbal contact with
a manager per day in order to maintain high levels of engagement,
Actions Underwayconnectedness
by PEG:
and mental wellbeing. This is non-negotiable under
PEG’s CovSafe Policy, including staff working on-site.

Functional Assessment
Actions underway by PEG:
PEG is constantly working to identify the vulnerabilities and impacts to
ascertain the risks to recovery. PEG is evaluating the possible impact of
disruption to the supply of inputs from suppliers in Australia and overseas
suppliers daily. PEG is being dynamic in their process involving working
face-to-face, ensuring all equipment is available and regularly sanitized.

Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy
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CovSafe Working from a Remote Location Policy
Policy Effective Date: 18 March 2020

Purpose
In line with PEG’s CovSafe procedures, this Working from a Remote Location Policy recognises the
benefits of PEG staff working from home or other secure location (Remote Location), thereby reducing
the risk of infection being passed through attendance at PEG offices/sites. It is recognised that some
people or their family members may have underlying medical or age issues that increase their
immediate risk.
This policy also recognises the downsides of working from Remote Locations, such as
the counter-balancing increase in the risk of infection by staff becoming infected at their
Remote Location or being in higher risk public areas and the number of social issues that arise
from replacing face to face contact with electronic virtual contact, such as lack of human
interaction and feelings of isolation and not being a part of the PEG Team.

Permission
Your Manager is authorised to permit any member of their staff to work from time to time
from their Remote Location. This permission may be granted:
For a particular time-frame.
For carrying out particular parts (but not all) of your duties.
Differently for different staff members, based on the potential for special circumstances
applying to certain staff, such as secondary medical conditions, the immediate need for
childcare, or type of work they undertake. For example, a Technician may be granted
permission to undertake certain ‘paperwork’ from his/her remote location or a
member of the Commercial Support Team may be granted permission to work from
home on Thursdays or Fridays.
Whilst your Manager will always have the discretion whether or not to grant permission to
work from your Remote Location, permission will only be granted upon confirmation that:
You can carry out your relevant duties from your Remote Location without reduction in
efficiency.
You confirm to your Manager how you will maintain your normal working hours and lunch
breaks.
You continue to provide to PEG management, staff, customers and suppliers the normal
services as required.
You have been set up and confirm you will record all your work time in TSheets.
This applies to all staff including management and office staff.

Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy
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CovSafe Working from a Remote Location Policy
Policy Effective Date: 18 March 2020

Staff Obligations to Ensure Remote Work is Effective
Before commencing work from your Remote Location, you will ensure you take any materials
you will need to continue to carry out your work duties from your Remote Location. Michael
Bagley, Ian Gray and David Cannon will assist all staff who visit clients/supplier offices/sites, to
be as prepared to work remotely without loss of productivity.
Your Remote Location has a Workplace Health and Safety compliant room and furniture that
gives you the necessary facilities and privacy to continue working. In case of doubt, please
check with our CovSafe Management Officer (currently Nick Macey).

Extra Duties Required When Working Remotely
In addition to your usual duties, the following are mandatory duties to be undertaken whilst
working from your Remote Location:
•

You will continue your normal duties at your Remote Location.

•

You will maintain the same start times and finish times you normally perform. You will take
lunch breaks of 30mins, as normal.

•

You will use WFM to record your start and finishing times and all tasks undertaken.

•

You will plan your day and decide what you want to achieve. Keep checking during the day
(say once an hour) as to how well you are working against your intended achievements.

•

You will responsible to speak by phone (or if you manager prefers, by email) to your
manager at the start and end of your working day, to advise your manager of the things you
intend to achieve and confirm of the tasks performed, your achievements and any issues.

•

Maintain a safe workspace, away from distractions where you can work as you would in your
normal place of work.

•

You will still answer your office etc mobile with “Good morning/afternoon PEG ____ speaking”
or similar.

In addition, you will phone 2 work contacts (clients/suppliers/workers in similar companies) you
don’t need to call, to keep learning about what is happening elsewhere and to help you maintain
a healthy mind as well as body. In doing so, please:
•

Ensure you represent PEG and yourself as calm, aware of the issues and that you and PEG is
dealing properly with them.

•

Find out how your contacts are coping and aid them where possible to help them mentally
as well as physically cope.

Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy
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CovSafe Working from a Remote Location Policy
Policy Effective Date: 18 March 2020

Maintaining a Healthy Mind and Body Working Remotely
Working from your Remote Location is not as easy as it sounds, especially if you have other
people in your working space. The addition of the COVID-19 uncertainty can make it harder.
Here are some suggestions to help you adapt. Working from your Remote Location will
present additional and new challenges, so make sure you are well prepared to do well “over
the circumstances”.
Acknowledge the Impact
Prepare to be surprised at how difficult the transition is. Your home is filled with distractions
you simply don’t encounter at work, especially if you have other people living, working, or
trying to get schoolwork done.
Create a Routine
Get up at your usual time, get dressed, and have a plan for your workday. But try not to overschedule yourself and include breaks of 5 minutes every hour. Be very flexible during this
time with our young people, our elderly people, for taking care of family members, and for
ourselves.
Manage Your Information Intake
While you are working from your Remote Location, it’s easy to check in on social media
whenever you like and perhaps have the television on in the background. But the constant
barrage of news is only going to elevate your anxiety and stress. Stay informed, but don’t
listen to every breaking news report. Watch 10 minutes of news in the morning, then check a
news website or two in the late afternoon.
Recognise Your Needs
If you are motivated by being around other people, and then all of a sudden you don’t have
that in-person connection, that can be really hard. Adversely, if you are a person who needs
privacy and you suddenly have your three kids and a spouse at home, it’s not normally the
environment you’re in. If you’re feeling isolated or lonely, use group chats, video conferences,
and more frequent phone calls to get the connection you need.
If you are someone who needs time alone to think or recharge, discuss that need with your
family and work on getting that time into your schedule.
Pay attention to how your energy ebbs and flows throughout the day and try to schedule the
best tasks to your energy level accordingly.
Keep Up Your Good Practices
While there are jokes going around about binge-eating or drinking to manage the stress, it’s
more important than ever to keep up your healthy habits. Stay hydrated, get some exercise
and fresh air if you can, eat healthily, and avoid over-consumption of alcohol and sugar.
Working from home has its advantages, but significant disruption and change can take their
toll on your mental health. Be mindful of changes in your mood or behaviour and ask others in
your life to do the same if you’re concerned.
Protech Energy Group CovSafe Policy
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CovSafe Working from a Remote Location Policy
Policy Effective Date: 18 March 2020

Maintaining a Healthy Mind and Body Working Remotely Cont.

If you have concerns, contact your managers or Nick Macey on 0488 553734 or if the phone is
not available, email on NMacey@protechpas.com.
This is a time that can cause accelerated stress to the individual as well as families.
If you are struggling, keep in touch with your mental health provider and remember that there
are on-call services such as Lifeline (13 11 14), MensLine Australia (1300 78 99 78) and
Relationships Australia (1300 364 277) and resources available through Beyond Blue and
The Black Dog Institute. All of these services are professional and confidential with what you
choose to disclose. Keep your managers and colleagues updated to your wellbeing regularly.

Rick Brinckman
Managing Director
Protech Energy Group
p: +61 7 3022 3301 m: 0427 580 163
e: rick.brinckman@protechenergy.com.au
w: protechenergy.com.au
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Technology
Complete and ongoing actions being taken by PEG:
Ensure security considerations have been

Where it is not essential for a staff member to be

considered and staff are set up to perform

working in a company office they will be asked to

their role when working remotely.

work from home.

Ensure employees have a suitable connection and

Provide employees with the required tech, make

the security implications of residential devices.

sure they know how to use it and ensure they

Utilise cloud-based programs to ensure working
remotely can function smoothly on a large scale.
In the case of internet services being disrupted for
individuals the company has a shared mobile data
plan that is available to be used by employees.

have access to the infrastructure so collaboration
can go smoothly when working remotely.
Use current cloud-based collaborative systems
to manage plans and communication in an
effective and efficient manner whilst maintaining
productivity and momentum. (MS Teams, Airtable,
Xero, etc).

All PEGStaff regularly participate in remote testing to ensure
Protech’s capacity to operate on a purely remote basis can go ahead
Actions Underway by PEG:
smoothly and without delays to service.
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7.0 Conclusion

Does your business need repairs,
installations or preventative maintenance?
We are working with our clients to keep them running through
COVID-19. It’s a good time to review what your business might
need to stay operational.

We are essential.

We are prepared.

This means that we are staying open

We have enacted our own CovSafe
policies to ensure constant staff
availability, staff sanitization and
quarantine measures so that there is
always an experienced team, ready
to meet your needs. Our CovSafe
procedures ensure minimal work delays.

and operational AND we can work
interstate. PEG has enacted CovSafe
policies to be prepared to work on-site,
to keep you and your team operational
with little disruption.

We are ready.
We have a CovSafe process to remain operational under travel restrictions,
quarantine restrictions and hygiene rules. We will work with you to continue
to provide the same high-quality, reliable service.

How can we help you
keep your business
going strong?
Call your PEG contact or one of our offices.
We’re stronger when we work together.
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